MAXIMIZE THERMAL PERFORMANCE

Mapes-R+ Rabbet Edge Panels are designed to easily fit into any standard glazing pocket. This panel can increase R-Value by up to 500% without modifying your existing frame. Available in any architectural finish, Mapes-R+ is the smart panel solution for your next project.

For more details, please visit mapes.com
MAPES-R+™
TECHNICAL DATA

FEATURES

• Fits into any standard glazing pocket (including ¼" retrofits)
• Can increase R-value by up to 500%
• Available up to 6” thick
• Eliminate backpans and additional insulation
  – Reduces field labor costs
• Suitable for “zero-energy” buildings

APPLICATIONS

• Curtain Walls
• Windows
• Storefronts
• Spandrel Areas
• Passive Solar Control
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